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THIS SPREAD FROM LEFT
G&T Cocktail Bar’s Sloe Sour; Il 

Milione’s Vintage Negroni; Origin’s 
Pandan Jax

OPENING SPREAD
Just a few of the unique gins available 

at Il Milione

there is perhaps no other spirit in this world that has 
experienced a similar rollercoaster of ups and downs 
or, frankly, a more sordid start than gin. its story 
stems back to the 17th century in the netherlands, 

where professor franciscus de la boe sylvius was determined to 
find a therapy for stomach ailments and flavored a grain-based 
spirit that was basically vodka, with the diuretic, juniper berry. 
while its origins were resolutely noble, it made its way to lon-
don, a city where binge-drinking was at its peak, by soldiers 
returning to the united kingdom from the thirty years’ war, 
who were fed gin as a way to keep out the cold. sources believe 
this is where the phrase “dutch courage” stemmed from, and so 
began london’s love affair with this alluring spirit.

effectively, the juniper berry remained the backbone of this 
spirit, making it palatable. a vast array of ‘botanicals’ have 
since been added, including, but not limited to, cassia bark, 
rose, lemon peel, caraway, green tea, angelica root, carda-
mom, coriander, lavender, cucumber and nutmeg. with the 
countless gins available on the market from mass-produced 
house staples to small batch handcrafted brands, a rainbow 
of flavor profiles and styles are on offer. luckily for budding 
bartenders the world over, there is no one gin the same, allow-
ing for diverse flavor combinations and a multitude of ways 
to be imbibed. nowadays, best known for its indelible contri-
bution to the rise of the martini and those english summer 
g&t’s in the garden, gin is surprisingly more versatile than 
once imagined – it is, after all, a shape shifter. Often associ-

ated with summer, it is ironically wintery on the nose with its 
piney juniper and warming botanicals reminiscent of christ-
mas. numerous bars and mixologists have, in recent times, 
been making a concerted effort to explore gin further, and 
introduce it back into the mix. in fact, we have even witnessed 
dedicated gin bars popping up recently, with this spirit acting 
as the star of the show. 

Origin is the brainchild of charlene dawes, of tastings group, 
a bona fide expert in alcohol and drinks-themed hotspots, 
vaunting tastings wine bar, Quinary and angel’s share whis-
ky bar as previous endeavors. with Hong kong’s very own  
antonio lai at the helm, himself having garnered global rec-
ognition for his cutting-edge mixology and an almost encyclo-
pedic understanding of it, Origin serves up classic cocktails 
with a distinctly contemporary flair, with an aim to develop 
Hong kong’s taste for this oft-misunderstood spirit. with a di-
verse though concise list of gins on offer, it is almost surprising 
that the classic beefeater, one of the few operating distilleries 
in london today and favored for its distinct juniper taste and 
flavor balance, is regarded a house staple at Origin, and used 
as the base for infusions. they use culinary methods such as a 
rotary evaporator to re-distill unique flavors into gin, as well 
as a water bath and vacuum system to slow cook ingredients. 
with 12 homemade infused gins lining their walls, boasting 
their own unique flavor such as lemongrass, orange, grapefruit 
or basil, each promises its own distinctive experience, whether 
in a cocktail or on its own. 
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Out of the cocktails, the bestseller by far appears to be the 
remedy, a deceivingly simple combination of slow-cooked 
chamomile gin, homemade tea cordial, and soda water. the 
result is a refreshing combination of subtle floral and tea fla-
vors playing off the botanicals found in the gin. Origin begins 
its menu with its signature cocktails, which include the basil 
smash, classic earl grey martini, ginjito (a play on the mo-
jito), and spring collins, to name a few. kicking up the con-
temporary flavor yet another notch is the effervescently citrusy 
super lemon, which teams together slow-cooked lemon gin, 
lemon sorbet and soda, topped with a super lemon candy – a 
sweet piece of nostalgia for all those brought up in Hong kong. 
the pandan Jax, on the other hand, marries seemingly contra-
dictory flavors with an asian twist. pairing their re-distilled 
pandan gin with coconut water, pandan syrup and lemon juice, 
the pandan Jax is mellow on the palette but brought to life by 
the sweet pandan. for those not convinced of these contempo-
rary offerings, Origin also offers the classics, with their fleet of 
skillful bartenders able to mix up just about any cocktail upon 
request. “the barrel aged negroni is a failsafe for vintage gin 
cocktail lovers, aged for three months in an old bourbon barrel 
to give it a rich, oaky flavor,” says lai. 

Head over to g&t cocktail bar for more classic techniques, 
though no less playful flavors. sloe gin is occasionally forgot-
ten, pushed aside to make way for modern gins. However, its 
addition of sloes, a wild berry found in england, means it has 
a uniquely tart, rich and deep taste. traditionally drunk in the 
depths of winter as a warming beverage, it can also be trans-
lated into a summer drink. the sloe sour, for example, teams 
up sloe gin, sweet and sour mix, egg white and grapefruit bit-
ters, whose citrus elements make it the perfect summery sloe 
gin-based cocktail. for those in search of something more fan-
ciful, the g & tea is perfect for sharing. served in a teapot, it 
combines gin, lemon and juniper syrup, with oolong tea and 
lemon bitters, and is another fine example of how tea can be 
tremendously complimentary of gin. for something completely 
out of the box, the tangy gin snapper is an amusing twist on 
the classic bloody mary, substituting vodka with gin. 

Over at il milione, gin is making a name for itself, with 
giancarlo mancino boasting 76 gins lining his shelves – the 
largest gin collection in asia. “a good gin is like a fine wine, 

with different flavors across the board. as such, we have a 
variety of gins – from classic london gin, to french gin that 
is supremely aromatic and crispy american gin. i am focus-
ing on bringing artisanal and craft gins to Hong kong and 
using them to re-invent vintage cocktails,” he says. true to 
his word, il milione’s vintage negroni uses farmer’s botani-
cal Organic gin from the united states. alternatively, their 
classic negroni is another popular choice, mixed at the end 
of each evening, to be served the following day. this secret 
recipe blends together mancino vermouth with the delight-
fully full-bodied cherry, dried plum and fruit preserve notes of  
Zavatti passito rosso dessert wine. it is limited to just one jug a 
night so make sure you be there early; once the bells is rung, the 
House negroni is out! the corpse reviver, on the other hand, is 
an intimidating drink in part due to its name, which contains 
a dizzying combination of gin, mancino vermouth bianco am-
brato, orange curacao, lemon juice and a mischievous rinse of 
absinthe, and is served in a vintage coupe. 

prefer to save your gin exploits for home? taste them straight, 
as you would a fine whiskey. “i would suggest you try gin over 
a few blocks of ice, just to lower the temperature slightly, which 
leaves it smoother on the palate and open up the botanicals for 
you to experience without any other influences,” says lai. both 
he and mancino agree it is best to stay away from the supermar-
ket gins, instead focusing on small batch, craft gins and high 
quality tonic waters, again such as fever tree. a clear favor-
ite amongst most establishments, it blends botanical oils and 
spring water, and contains the highest quality quinine from the 
fever tree, lending a distinctly clean, fragrant citrus hit on the 
palate. with gin, there is less room for error, so make sure every 
component is flawless, such as the quality of the gin, tonics, ice 
and other ingredients, all the while keeping an open mind! H

Luckily for budding bartenders 
the world over, there is no one 

gin the same, allowing for diverse 
flavor combinations and a 

multitude of ways to be imbibed.

THIS SPREAD CLOCKWISE 
FROM LEFT

Origin’s The Remedy; Il Milione’s 
Corpse Reviver; the prohibition-

style interior of Origin; G&T 
Cocktail Bar’s G & Tea
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